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Background
Palindromes: DNA
sequences with identical
reverse complements

Pa l i n d r o m e Q & A

GATGATCCGT

The reverse complement of GATC is GATC!

Q 1 : A r e pa l i n d r o m e s g lo ba l ly avo i d e d i n
mycobacteriophage genomes?
TUD
value

Palindrome usage in cluster B phage

In double stranded DNA, palindromic
sequences are often recognized and
cleaved by restriction enzymes.

R 3 : Certain adenine-thymine palindromes in A-cluster phages

B3

Average usage B2

TTAA

GTAC

CTAG

ATAT

TCGA

GGCC

CGCG

AGCT

TCGA

GCGC

CCGG

ACGT

TATA

B1

Example using a
sliding window

The result

G ATG
C ATG ATCATG

G A T C ×1

The vast majority of palindromes in most phages are underrepresented. However, there
are a small number of striking deviations from this pattern -- both palindromes that do
not occur at all in certain phages, and ones that occur at many times the expected rate.
Overall, palindrome usage is heterogeneous, but similar within phage clusters.

CATG ATCATG
G ATG

A T C A ×1

CATG ATCATG
G ATG
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Conclusion: Something is suppressing ATAT and AATT usage in cluster A phages. Maybe they are targets
for currently unknown restriction enzymes in the native host bacteria of cluster A phages?

80.16%

R 1 : Heterogeneous usage between clusters

C A T G ×1

10

-23 -or-

TUD < 0.5
Significantly avoided
“Half what is
expected” -

Q 4 : How d i d G A T C B e c o m e s o f r e q u e n t
in B3 genomes?
GATC is used 4 times more frequently than expected in B3 genomes. We investigated if
consistent single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) lead to an abundance of this palindrome.

Quantification

B3 gp1

Q2: What influences palindrome occurrence
in phages?

BLAST to

B1 genomes

B4 genomes
B5 genomes

B2 genomes

Normalization of counts
Palindrome occurrence depends on the underlying
nucleotide counts in the genome. To normalize, we
computed the expected number of a palindrome w in a
genome with identical nucleotide composition but
randomized sequence order:

Restriction enzymes can cut palindromes in double-stranded DNA. Are there systems that
recognize palindromes in Mycobacteria?

G AT TG ATCTC GT

other B genome

C TAC G ATCC G CA

B3 genome

G AT TG ATCTC GT

other B genome

C TAC G AT TC G CA

GATC
matches
Mismatches,
by type

Findings
- 73% GATC sites
in B3 had
mismatches or
gaps in the
comparison
- Most mismatch
sites have a
single G to C
transversion

: genomic frequency of respective nucleotides

We searched the restriction enzyme database REBASE for
information on restriction/modification and methylase
systems in Mycobacteria.

: tetranucleotide frequency of nucleotides
: length of genome

Conclusions
We found:
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- MgoI in M. Gordonae recognizes GATC
This removes biases from GC count and highlights
interesting patterns of palindrome occurrences. One TUD
value for every possible palindrome. We calculated this in
all mycobacteriophage genomes.

B3 genome

R 4 : In t e r e s t i n g m u t a t i o n p a t t e r n s

R 2 : Lack of restriction enzymes in M. smegmatis

The normalized count is the observed count divided by the
expected count:
Tetranucleotide
TUD = Usage
Deviation

- Not in 5 A2 genomes

Probability of this happening by random chance alone

12.53%

Palindrome counting: all length-4 and 6 palindromes

2 length-4
palindromes
in this part

A AT T

- Not in any A4 genome
- Not in half of A2 genomes

AATT

Methods

B4

GATC

We characterized the presence of palindromic sequences
of length 4 and 6 in mycobacteriophage genomes to look
for global trends and specific interesting examples.

ATAT

TUD > 2 Significantly
over-represented
”Twice what is
expected” - 7.31%

CATG

GATC

Examples from cluster

To prevent cleavage, bacteria and phage
genomes typically avoid using palindromic
sequences.

T C A T ×1

Some palindromes are used infrequently or not at all in some genomes.

B5

G ATG G ATCCC GT
C TACC TAG G G CA

CAT G ATCATG
G ATG

Q3: What palindromes are underrepresented?

- A methylase in M. Smegmatis recognizes GATC

Do these explain the
high abundance of GATC
in B3 phages?

- B3 phages maintain palindromic GATC sites
- Related phages commonly have NATC
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